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SPECIATION OF RADIONUCLIDES IN
NATURAL GROUNDWATERS

Annual Report for the Period
October 1986 through September 1987

by

M. M. Doxtader, J. V. Beitz, D. T. Reed, and J. K. Bates

ABSTRACT

Two ultrasensitive laser techniques, laser photoacoustic
spectroscopy (LPAS) and laser-induced fluorescence (LIF), are
being developed for the detection and speciation of trace levels of
actinides in solutions typical of those expected in a high-level
waste repository. An LPAS system was set up for these studies.
Experiments were carried out to determine the detection limits of
plutonium and americium in solution. Concurrently with the
LPAS work, LIF studies were carried out on uranyl ion and
curium in solution.

SUMMARY

During FY 1987, significant progress was made in the development of both
laser photoacoustic spectroscopy (LPAS) and laser-induced fluorescent (LIF)
spectroscopy and their application to the detection and speciation of radionuclides
in simplified transuranic systems relevant to a high-level waste basaltic repository.
For the most part, the technique-development effort was completed, although
continued improvement to maximize sensitivity is planned. The major objectives
during FY 1987 were as follows: (1) acquire and develop a laser photoacoustic
system for actinide speciation and detection, (2) extend the LPAS technique to
high temperatures, (3) deermine the relative sensitivity of LPAS, as well as its
specific sensitivity to Am 3 - and Pu4 + species, and (4) investigate the feasibility of
LIF studies on transuranic species.

The major accomplishments in FY 1987 on LPAS development were as
follows:

" A facility to house the LPAS system and accommodate radioactive
samples was constructed.

* An LPAS system designed to analyze radioactive samples at above
ambient temperatures was assembled. The system was designed to
maximize the potential for high-sensitivity applications.

* Detection and sample holding systems were modified to accommodate
temperatures up to 900C. Preliminary work was completed on a
system design that would extend the temperature to 150*C.
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* The sensitivity of the LPAS system was pushed to 3 x 10~7 absorbance
units per centimeter at a signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) of one. This
exceeds published limits by a factor of 10. Increasing the temperature
of the system further increased its sensitivity.

" Spectra of Am3 + in 1M carbonate media were obtained as a function
of temperature. This is the first reporting of americium spectra at
elevated temperatures. The sensitivity of the current LPAS system to
the tris-carbonato complex of americium is 3 x 10-9 M. Greater
sensitivity may be possible using laser-induced fluorescence.

" Am3 + was prepared and analyzed in dilute sodium chloride solution.
The spectrum indicated the presence of colloids. Further work is
needed before conclusions can be made.

* Initial spectra of Pu4 + in high carbonate media were obtained.
Further work is needed to fully establish the sensitivity of the LPAS
technique.

* A substantial amount of developmental work in support of the
spectroscopic studies was completed.

The emphasis of the work in FY 1987 was on the development and applica-
tion of LPAS to transuranic speciation. The importance of LIF, however, was
soon recognized and has become an important part of the overall speciation effort.
Since an existing LIF system was available, the focus of the work was on
analyzing two actinide systems relevant to speciation in high-level waste disposal
conditions. The following is a summary of accomplishments in FY 1987:

* Work on the uranyl system in GR-4 groundwater, initially started in
FY 1986, was continued. The fluorescence spectrum indicated the
presence of up to four uranyl species.

" The sensitivity of LIF to uranyl could not be established with the
present system because the observed fluorescence was due to multiple
species. Further work on this system is needed and will require
substantial capital investment.

* The fluorescence spectra of Cm 3+ in a dilute perchloric acid medium
and simplified groundwater were obtained. These are the first
fluorescence spectra obtained under these conditions.

" The observed sensitivity of LIF to the Cm3+ species was 1.8 x 1011M.
This corresponds to a curium concentration that is considerably lower
than the expected solubility in repository conditions.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A. Objectives

The United States Government is committed to building a repository for the
permanent disposal of high-level nuclear waste. One aspect of this effort is to
gain an understanding of the chemical behavior of radionuclides in groundwaters
in the immediate vicinity of the high-level nuclear waste container. Such
information is needed to determine radionuclide release rates from the waste
package and to make long-term projections of repository performance.

To help accomplish the above objective, two ultrasensitive laser techniques,
laser photoacoustic spectroscopy (LPAS) and laser-induced fluorescence (LIF), are
being developed for the detection and speciation of trace levels of actinides in
solutions typical of those expected in a repository. These studies have been in
progress for about 1-1/2 years and extend spectroscopic techniques into the
nanomolar and subiianomolar regime. Once developed, these techniques will
provide a powerful investigative tool for nondestructively monitoring and
investigating the chemistry of actinides in typical groundwaters.

The two primary objectives of the actinide speciation work being conducted
at Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) are to study (1) the complexation of
actinides with complexants present in typical groundwaters and (2) the speciation
(predominant chemical species) of actinides under the conditions expected in the
vicinity of the waste package. In this report period work toward meeting these
objectives has been completed for uranyl, Pu4+, Am +, and Cm3 + systems. The
early results were presented at two meetings: the Materials Research Society
meeting in 1986 [DOXTADER] and a 1987 meeting in Munich [BEITZ-4].

The complexation of actinides, both inorganic and organic, relates to the
issue of radionuclide release from the high-level waste package. Understanding
complexation under repository-relevant conditions would help in determining the
sensitivity of radionuclide solubility and mobility to changes in the groundwater
chemistry. This determination is particularly important since there is much
discrepancy in the literature over the formation constants for actinide
complexation, and predicted solubilities based on published values for the
formation constants are much higher than those observed in solubility studies.
Covering a broad range of complexants and complexant concentrations ensures
that both anticipated and unanticipated conditions can be accounted for during
the licensing procedure.

The speciation of actinides, or more precisely the identity of the aqueous
and therefore mobile actinide species, also relates to the issue of radionuclide
release from the waste package. The identification of these species is a necessary
step in accurately modeling actinide behavior in a repository environment.
Information on the partitioning of actinides between colloidal species and those
that are truly in solution will provide additional input to modeling release from
the waste package.

B. Background

Optical absorption spectra for most of the known oxidation states of actinide
ions, generally in aqueous acid or solid phases, have been reviewed by Carnall
[CARNALL-1] and, more recently, by Carnall and Crosswhite [CARNALL-2].
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It is evident that the "fingerprint" nature of the f-f transition in actinide ion
absorption spectra allows identification of the element and oxidation state in
favorable cases. These transitions are generally quite weak (oscillator strengths of
10-s to 10-7 are typical). The small oscillator strength of these transitions makes
it difficult to study actinide complexation via f-f transitions at actinide
concentrations of 10~M or lower using convention dual beam spectrometers. A
similar situation exists with lanthanides in that their 4f-4f tansitions also
"fingerprint" the lanthanide element and are strongly disallowed. Little is known
concerning the absorption spectra of lanthanide ions in near-neutral pH solutions
containing anions important in repository groundwaters,

Analyses performed in repository groundwaters present a significant analytical
challenge because of the variety of complexing ligands that are likely to be
present. For example, basaltic groundwater contains a variety of anions that are
known to be capable of complexing actinide ions. These anions include chloride,
fluoride, sulfate, hydroxide, bicarbonate, and carbonate. Since both the electronic
structure and transition intensities of f electron states for actinide ions are
influenced by ligand field effects, little of the literature concerning actinide
spectroscopy in acid solution or in solid phases is of direct aid in determining the
speciation of actinides in basalt groundwater. It is expected that complexed
actinide ions in the near-neutral pH solution will also exhibit "fingerprint" spectra
involving 5f electron states, but no theories exist at present that accurately
predict the precise character of such spectra.

Because of the low solubilities of the various actinide species which are of
concern to the project, ultrasensitive detection methods which can differentiate
between these species must be developed. These methods must be able to make
such measurements at temperatures approaching those of the repository, since
redox reactions, solubility constants, and stability constants are temperature
dependent.

Unfortunately, few optical absorption spectra have been obtained for actinides
in near-neutral pH solutions containing a variety of complexing ligands (e.g., GR-4
synthetic groundwater). In reviewing actinide ion spectroscopy, we found that
only for actinide carbonate complexes is there a significant body of data that may
be useful to LPAS studies of actinide ion speciation in basalt groundwater.
Newton and Sullivan [NEWTON] recently considered the available data concerning
actinide carbonate complexes in aqueous solution. In their review, they list the
elements and oxidation states for which electronic absorption spectra of actinide
carbonate complexes have been reported (see Table 1). In all cases, the reported
optical absorption studies of carbonate complexes of actinides have been carried
out close to room temperature.

Newton and Sullivan [NEWTON] note that no attempts have been made to
interpret the energy level structure of the actinide carbonate and bicarbonate
complexes. Almost all of the literature data concerning electronic absorption
spectra of actinide carbonate complexes deal with rather high concentrations of
carbonate and/or bicarbonate (typically 0.1M). The presence of high con-
centrations of bicarbonate and carbonate ions favors the formation of complexes
containing two or more carbonates per actinide ion. Since basalt groundwater of
interest typically contains significantly lower carbonate/bicarbonate concentrations,
the literature spectra are relevant only if the same actinide carbonate complexes
are present at about 1/1000th the carbonate concentration. In general, such will
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Table 1. Actinides and Their Oxidation States for
Which Electronic Absorption Spectra of
Actinide-Carbonate or Bicarbonate
Complexes Have Been Reporteda

Actinide Ion Oxidation Stateb

Element 3+ 4+ 5+ 6+ 7+

Uranium x x x
Neptunium x x x x
Plutonium x x x
Americium x x x x
Curium x
Californium x

'Adapted from [NEWTON].
bExistence of spectral data indicated by an x.

not be the case. The problem is rendered even more difficult by the presence of
dissolved calcium in basalt groundwater, since calcium also forms complexes with
carbonate.

The only instance in which optifal spectra of complexed transuranic ions at
sub-micromolar concentration and near-neutral pH have been reported in the
refereed literature is the LPAS work of Kim and co-workers [KIM-1]. Kim et al.
reported the LPAS spectrum of 0.5 pM Am3 + in 0.1M sodium carbonate solution
at pH 6.7, but did not provide any evidence or speculation concerning the
complexed species that contribute to the observed spectrum. In a subsequent
report, Stumpe and Kim [STUMPE] suggest that three Am3+ species are present:
a monocarbonatodihydroxo, a monohydroxodicarbonato, and a hydroxo species.
This emphasizes the need to consider mixed ligand complexes for groundwater
solutions containing actinides.

At high actinide ion concentrations, other species may become important.
For example, the work of Grenthe et al. [GRENTHE] provides evidence for the
existence of trinuclear actinide carbonato species. They also find that such
complexes can provide a "carrier" for plutonyl (i.e., at 1 mM triscarbonato
uranyl, 60% of any plutonyl present is expected to be associated in a 1:2
trinuclear complex with triscarbonato uranyl).

The applicability of the LPAS method to other elements such as Se, Cs,
and Ra is doubtful since these elements are not expected to form complexes that
absorb light in the visible or near-infrared region when in groundwater. The
LPAS method may prove to be applicable to Tc since, in oxidation states less
than +7, it contains one or more d electrons, which can give rise to absorption
transitions in the visible spectral region. It should be noted, however, that Tc7 +
as the pertechnetate ion is stable in acid, neutral, and basic solutions unless
reducing agents are present. A short literature search revealed only one reference
to electronic absorption spectra of a lower valent Tc ion complexed by inorganic
anions of importance in groundwaters. The hexachloro complex of Tc4+ in acid
solution absorbs throughout the visible and near-infrared region with a
characteristic peak at about 720 nm [JORGENSEN].
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II. EXPERIMENTAL

This section describes the experimental apparatus and methodology utilized
in obtaining the LPAS and LIF spectra. A detailed description of the modified
LPAS system and LIF system is given in Sec. I.A and B, respectively. Methods
used to prepare the solutions analyzed are given in Sec. II.C.

A significant effort, because of the developmental nature of the work, was
devoted to characterizing the effect of our experimental methodology on the
actinide solutions being analyzed. Thus, the effect of the various materials on the
stability of these actinide solutions is given in Sec. II.D. Work performed to
minimize interference from suspended particulates in solution is described in
Sec. II.E.

A. Laser Photoacoustic Spectrometer

Speciation of actinide elements in groundwater requires sensitive optical
detection methods because of the sub-micromolar concentrations anticipated in the
vicinity of the waste package and the small molar absorptivities characteristic of
these species. In FY 1986, laser photoacoustic spectroscopy was developed as one
such method [DOXTADER]. During that year, several experimental schemes were
developed prior to the analysis of the uranyl ion in a synthetic groundwater
(GR-4). Although the outcome of these experiments was generally favorable, the
effect of temperature had not yet been addressed to any significant degree. These
efforts continued with major emphasis placed in developing the high-temperature
capability of LPAS. In this section, a brief description of the present LPAS
system is given.

The photoacoustic signal monitored in LPAS measurements is generated by
thermally induced pressure variations in a medium due to radiationless relaxation
mechanisms from an optically excited state of the ion. These pressure variations
are a function of a number of parameters characteristic of the system under
study. The largest amplitude, P0 , can be approximated by

Po = k B va P1 (1 - 10-A)/C,

where

k = constant dependent on the area of illumination,
B = thermal expansion coefficient,
va = velocity of sound,
CD = specific heat of the medium,
Pi = power of the laser, and
A = absorbance.

Since the photophysical response is an acoustic wave, the detector in these
applications was a highly sensitive microphone. If saturation effects are neglected,
the acoustic signal, S,

S = CNiaik(w) x P1(1 - nk)Sm

will be proportional to the density of the absorbing species, Ni, undergoing the
transition from a lower level, Ei, to an excited level, Ek; the absorption cross
section, ujk(w); the path length, x; the laser power, P1; and the sensitivity of the
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microphone, Sm. Since the photoacoustic signal arises from rapid radiationless
relaxation, it decreases with increasing fluorescence quantum efficiency of the
analyte, nk; hence, other methods (LIF) may be more practical for analyzing
fluorescent actinide species (e.g., Cm3+). The remaining factor, C, represents
those parameters that depend on the photoacoustic cell design.

The optical absorbance of water in the visible and near-ultraviolet region
creates a significant difficulty in carrying out LPAS studies. A dual channel
design [SCHREPP] with a differential amplifier that has a high common mode
rejection ratio should be capable of minimizing the effect of the absorbance of
water, thereby increasing the dynamic range of the analysis. Such a dual channel
approach is also invaluable for species that undergo disproportionation and redox
reactions (e.g., Pu4 +).

A block diagram of the experimental apparatus is shown Fig. 1. The
excitation source is an excimer pumped-dye laser [Lambda Physik EMG 201 MSC
excimer (XeCl), FL3002 dye laser].* This apparatus is capable of producing
energies in excess of 40 mJ at 480 nm with a resolution of <0.2 cm-1 (<0.01 nm
at 480 nm), has a pulse width of 28 ns, and can be operated at repetition rates
up to 80 Hz. The overall tuning range of the dye laser is -300 to 1000 nm,

Temperature Controllers

Opto Acoustic Cells

Excimer $ Dye Laser aF

Electrical F
Filter PAn ILPAJ J

DA --- - V1

Boxcar
Averager

Fig. 1. Single Beam Differential Spectrometer

Excimer XeCl (308 nm) pump laser.
Dye Laser Tunable laser source, 300-1000 nm.
R&S Reference and sample photoacoustic cells.
P Calibrated calorimeter, power measurement.
PM Power meter.
J Pyroelectric energy monitor.
PA FET preamplifiers.
Hi & Lo High- and low-pass electrical filter.
BA Boxcar averager.
DA Differential amplifier.
Computer IBM PC/XT.

'Before completion of the LPAS facility, studies were performed using a
temporary apparatus in ANL's Chemistry Division (8/86-3/87). This
apparatus utilized a Nd3+/YAG (Quanta Ray DCR-2 A) pumped dye laser
(Molectron DL 16). It produced an output of up to 10 mJ at 480 nm with
a resolution of <0.1 cm and pulse width of ~5 ns. The laser could be
run at repetition rates up to 10 Hz.
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although it requires approximately 20 dyes to cover this region adequately.
Coumarin 480 dye (460-490 nm range) was employed for our LPAS studies of
Ho3+ and Pu4 +, while coumarin 500 dye (490-550 nm range) was used for Am3 +

Before entering the sample and reference cells, the output of the dye laser
was spatially filtered by an iris that confined the beam to a cross-sectional area
of approximately 2 mm. This procedure also reduced the amount of non-tunable
amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) concentric to the laser beam. After
emerging from the apparatus, the laser light was then monitored in two ways:
(1) power meter (Scientech calorimeter 36-0201, NBS traceable) from which a 5%
reflection was incident upon a (2) pyroelectric energy detector (Molectron J3-05)
used for normalization of raw LPAS data.

A cross-sectional view of one cell assembly of the differential photoacoustic
apparatus is shown in Fig. 2. Optical access to the sample solution contained in
a 1-cm cuvette (an all-quartz modification of cuvette from Hellma Cell Inc.
No. 221, which reduces probability of cell fracture) was provided by 1/4-in.
apertures in a thermostated aluminum housing. Temperature control was
provided by four cartridge heaters (Hot Watt, 100 W/120 V) mounted at the
four corners of the aluminum block and connected in series to a 10 A/120 V
triac (LOVE Controls Corp). The power output of the triac was controlled by a
proportional, integral, derivative temperature controller (Love Controls Corp. Model
300) in combination with J-type thermocouple inputs (system stability = 1*C).
A temperature-limiting switch was used to prevent accidental over-temperatures.
The cuvette stem, sealed by a Teflon fitting, was heated to a slightly higher
temperature than the bottom portion of the cuvette by yet another thermostated
aluminum block. This differential heating procedure prevented refluxing of the
solution.

AI-T

--- Tef

-Cuv Mss

A-B0

PZT Pb

Fig. 2. Cross Section of the LPAS Apparatus

Al-B Heated aluminum block to house cuvette.
Al-T Heated aluminum block heaed to higher

temperature than Al-B.
Cuv Quarts fluorimeter cell with stem.
Tef Teflon swagelok (8 mm).
Q Quart rod (10cm or61 cm).
M Front surface mirror.
SS Stainless steel housing.
PZT Piezoelectric transducer.
Pb Lead disc.
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Signals generated following the absorption process are detected at right
angles to the excitation by a piezoelectric transducer (PZT) (Transducer Products
LTZ-2: 9-mm dia, 5-mm thick) mounted in a stainless steel housing which was
electrically isolated from the aluminum heating block. Within the housing,
ultrasonic fluctuations are dampened by a lead disc in electrical contact with one
side of the PZT. The remaining PZT electrode was in contact with the polished
stainless steel membrane (~1 mm) through which the sound waves propagate. A
retaining spring was then used to keep all components under constant pressure
within the housing and provide electrical continuity to the BNC electronic
connector. The polished membrane of the stainless steel housing was held in
acoustic contact with the cuvette by means of a quartz rod (1-cm dia, 10-cm or
61-cm length) via a silvered-front surface mirror. This arrangement allowed
acoustic contact with the cell without complications arising from temperature
influences on the transducer and photoacoustic signals generated by scattered light.
Acoustic contact was improved by use of a thin layer of grease (Halocarbon 25-S)
at each interface leading to the transducer. This grease was chosen on the basis
of its high temperature stability, its similar refractive index with quartz, and its
minimal optical absorbance.

The outputs of each PZT* (reference and sample signals) were preamplified
by use of operational amplifiers (Analog Devices 50K) with variable gain (noise
~5 nV/Hz/). Variable gain allowed the response of each photoacoustic cell
(containing identical solutions) to be matched prior to analysis. The preamplified
signals were high- and low-pass filtered to eliminate extraneous environmental
noise sources and then differentially amplified (Tektronix AM502, CMRR** = 50
dB at DC to 50 kHz). The differential output (analyte = sample - reference)
was fed to a boxcar integrator [Stanford Research Systems (SRS) model SR250
Boxcar Averager], the gate of which was centered on one of the first maxima of
the PZT response (25-35 ps for 10-cm rod, 130-140 ps for 61-cm rod). The
trigger for the boxcar was provided by a photodiode that monitored the excimer
repetition rate. Averaging of the signal was performed over a few to several
thousand laser pulses, depending on the desired signal-to-noise ratio. The dye
laser energy (LPAS signals are linear at laser energies of 3-4 mJ/pulse for Am3 +,
up to 25 mJ/pulse for Ho3 +) was simultaneously recorded using a second boxcar.
Averaged outputs from each boxcar were then digitized (SRS model SR245
computer interface) and recorded on a computer (IBM PC/XT, ANL modified
SRS model SR265 data acquisition software) as a function of excitation
wavelength. The PZT response was divided by the laser energy to obtain the
normalized LPAS spectrum for the absorbing species.

B. Laser-Induced Fluorescence

Laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) is a powerful method of detecting
luminescent species an I complements LPAS, which can underestimate the
concentration of luminescent species. It is most useful with species that have an

*For a period of time, single channel measurements were performed because
of problems associated with electrical noise and cell balancing. This
problem was rectified by electrically isolating the transducer housing
from the sample blocks and their associated heating elements.

**CMRR = common mode rejection ratio.
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excited electronic state which undergoes little nonradiative decay. Since
transitions between 5f states are formally parity forbidden, typical excited-state
lifetimes on the order of a few milliseconds are expected, if nonradiative decay is
sufficiently slow that it does not compete with fluorescence. Our LPAS system
detects the acoustic wave that results from heat generated in the sample only if
that heating occurs within the space of a few microseconds following the laser
pulse. The LPAS detection of any highly fluorescent actinide species, therefore,
will b, seriously hampered since the observed LPAS signal will only be about
1/1006h dr less that which would otherwise be expected. An actinide species
with a fluorescence quantum yield of 0.00001 will lead to a ~1% error in observed
LPAS signal. Fluorescent actinide species have to be identified to eliminate the
error they can cause in LPAS studies. In addition, we expect that LIF will
prove to have better detection sensitivity than LPAS for many uranyl species,
most Am3 + species, and virtually all Cm3+ species in solution.

Uranyl has long been known as a luminescent species whether in solutions
or solids. Its luminescence has been shown to arise from two closely spaced
triplet states and not from a 5f electron state. As a consequence, many factors
such as temperature and excitation wavelength can influence the luminescence
behavior of uranyl. Carnall [CARNALL-3] has recently reviewed the optical
absorption and luminescence of uranium species, including uranyl. The reported
luminescence lifetimes of uranyl in aqueous solution range from N1 pis in 0.01M
HClO4 to 900 ps for the bisnitrato complex of uranyl [CARNALL-3]. In special
cases, notably phosphate solutions, uranyl at concentrations as low as 1010 M can
be detected by LIF [CHENG]. No studies of the luminescence behavior of
carbonato complexes of uranyl have been reported, but LIF studies of the
transuranic elements Am, Cm, Es, and Bk in solution as aquo 3+ ions have been
reported [BEITZ-1, -2, -3; CARNALL-4]. Of these species, the highest LIF
sensitivity is expected for Cm3+. Beitz and Hessler [BEITZ-1], who reported the
first observation of fluorescence from optically excited Cm3 + in aqueous solution,
estimated that as little as 3 x 10-13 M of Cm3+ should be detectable via LIF
using the A-to-Z transition of Cm3+ [CARNALL-5] and time-correlated single
photon counting. Using 10 mW average laser power and a less-sensitive analog
detection method, we now have measured a detection limit (S/N = 1) of
1.8 x 10-11M for Cm3+ in 0.1M HClO4 and 8.5 ppt* (weight basis) for Cm3+ in
0.01M NaCl at pH 7.5. We have also studied uranyl in synthetic groundwater
(GR-4) at ambient and elevated temperatures to assess the suitability of the LIF
method to speciation of uranyl in synthetic groundwater.

Initial uranyl fluorescence studies were undertaken using tunable dye laser
light in the 420 nm region. This work established the primary luminescence band
as peaking at -510 nm and showed that Raman scattering from vibrational modes
of water was a major interference. To minimize this interference, all subsequent
LIF work with uranyl was carried out using 355 nm excitation (the third
harmonic of a Quanta-Ray DCR-2A Nd:YAG laser, 7-ns nominal duration).
Uranyl luminescence emission spectra were recorded using a monochromator with
a 20-cm focal length, 1200 groove/mm holographic grating (ISA model H20), and
0.5-mm slits (2 nm FWHM spectral bandpass). Low-fluorescence long-pass

The abbreviation "ppt" means parts per trillion.
FWHM = full width half-maximum.
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optical filters (Schott KV408 and KV470) were used to minimize the effect of
Rayleigh and Raman scattered laser light. An RCA 31034 photomultiplier
detected the luminescence. The output of the photomultiplier was low-pass
filtered and sent to a gated integrator (Stanford Research Systems SR250). A
fraction of the excitation light was directed to a pyroelectric detector (Molectron
Joulemeter) whose output was sent to a second gated integrator (Brookdeal 9415).
The outputs of both gated integrators were digitized by a backplane analog-to-
digital converter (Data Translation DT2782) in a DEC 11/23+ minicomputer
system. At each point in the spectrum, the photomultiplier signal was divided by
the laser energy signal to correct for small fluctuations in laser energy.

Fluorescence lifetime was measured with a voltage amplifier (LeCroy 6102)
and an 8 bit, 125 MHz bandwidth, transient digitizer (LeCroy TR8818) under the
control of a DEC 11/23+ minicomputer. The monochromator was set to 533 nm
and the spectral bandpass was 8 nm FWHM. The response time of the detection
system was varied by changing the value of a load resistor connected to the
anode of the photomultiplier. An ANL-built buffer amplifier minimized stray
capacitance at the anode of the photomultiplier and provided a low impedance
output to drive a 50 0 coaxial cable. The 1/e response times ranged from 15 ns
to 4 s.

The sample solutions of uranyl in GR-4 were those prepared and studied
using LPAS in FY 1986. These solutions had been stored in the dark in
borosilicate volumetric flasks whose stoppers were tightly covered with parafilm.
The sample cell was a Hellma QS fluorimeter cell equipped with an 8-mm-OD
quartz tube at the top. The solution of interest was pipetted into the cell, and
a molded Teflon compression fitting (Galtek SU8MN) was fitted over the quartz
tube. Tests using nonradioactive cells showed that this arrangement provided a
helium-leak-tight seal (leak rate <10~9 std. cm3/s). The sample cell was then
inserted into a cylindrical aluminum housing whose temperature was controlled to
within 0.1*C of the set point by a proportional temperature controller with a
thermistor probe (RFL model 720). The accuracy of the reported temperature is

0.5 C. The aluminum housing had three holes drilled into it. two to allow the
laser beam to enter and exit unobstructed and the third, at right angles to the
other two, to allow collection of fluorescence emission. The exterior of the
housing was insulated with closed-cell synthetic foam rubber.

Tests showed that modifying the existing LPAS aluminum heater blocks to
enable simultaneous LPAS and LIF studies on the same sample cell would result
in degradation of the sensitivity of either the LPAS or LIF systems. If the
interior of the block was blackened to minimize collection of scattered laser light
in the LIF system, then a much larger spurious photoacoustic signal was
generated because of the stronger absorption of laser light on the surface of the
block. If the interior of the block was left highly reflective, then much higher
levels of scattered laser light were encountered in the LIF system. Better
methods of decoupling spurious acoustic signals in the block are being sought to
minimize their influence on the solution LPAS signal; if found, they will be
incorporated into the design of a new LPAS/LIF heater block in FY 1988.

The fluorescence excitation source for the LIF work with Cm was a
Molectron DL16 dye laser equipped with a post-amplifier. It was pumped by
355 nm light from a Quanta-Ray DCR-2A Nd:YAG laser run at 10 Hz. This
produced tunable dye laser pulses of ~5 ns duration. The tuning range was 390
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to 405 nm usig PBBO laser dye in a 3:1 by volume mixture of toluene:ethanol.
Fluorescence light from Cm was collected at right angles to the dye laser beam
and collimated by an f/1 CaF2 lens, which was preceded by a solution of
potassium chromate in a 1-cm pathlength spectrometer cuvette as the initial
optical filter. The fluorescence light was imaged by a f/1 CaF2 lens through a
low fluorescence Schott optical filter (KV450) onto the slits of housing containing
a circular variable filter (CVF) driven by a stepping motor geared to provide 0.1
degree rotation of the circular variable filter per step.

The CVF, an OCLI model VC180-017, provides wavelength resolution of
~2%. The light exiting the CVF housing was collected and collimated by an f/i
CaF2 lens. A fourth f/1 CaF2 lens focused the wavelength-resolved fluorescence
light through a final long-pass optical filter consisting of a stack of three low-
fluorescence Schott filters (KV408, KV470, and KV550). An uncooled gallium
arsenide photocathode photomultiplier (RCA 31034) detected the fluorescence light.
Even with the extensive optical filtering employed, a significant amount of
Rayleigh and/or Raman scattered laser light impinged on the phototube. This
resulted in a "spike" coincident in time with the laser pulse whose amplitude
corresponded to several hundred photoelectrons per laser pulse. Much of the
"spike" was removed by diode clipping the output of the phototube.

The Cm fluorescence signal consisted of a few photoelectrons per laser pulse.
Because of the long lifetime of the A state of Cm, this signal occurred spread
over a few hundreds of microseconds after the laser pulse. The output of the
phototube was shaped by a low-pass electrical filter, clipped by a fast diode, and
then fed to a cable driving buffer amplifier. Fluorescence lifetimes were measured
using the same detection electronics as for LIF studies of uranyl. Fluorescence
excitation and emission spectra were recorded using a Tektronix 7904 oscilloscope
equipped with a 7A22 plug-in as a low-noise (DC to 100 kHz) amplifier. The
remainder of the electronics system was the same as that used in measuring the
emission spectrum of uranyl in GR-4. The fluorescence and emission spectra are
the result of dividing the phototube signal by the laser power. Each point in the
excitation spectra was divided by the corresponding laser wavelength to correct for
having monitored laser energy (joules of light) instead of number of incident
photons.

C. Sample Preparation and Experimental Matrices

In an effort to evaluate the sensitivities and speciation capabilities of LPAS
and LIF, we prepared and analyzed a variety of samples. The species chosen
were those which would provide the least amount of difficulty in achieving our
objectives (Sec. I.A). Of the several sources of water available, it was
experimentally verified that triply distilled water would yield the minimal number
of interferences (inorganic carbon <0.17 mg/L, organic carbon <0.07 mg/L)
[HART]. Unless otherwise noted, all chemicals without transuranics (TRU) were
of reagent-grade quality.

1. Ho3 + in HC1O 4

Feasibility studies were performed with serial dilutions of Ho3 + (as
perchlorate) in water (10-3 to 10~6M). Standard 99.99% pure Ho2 O3 powder was
ignited at 800*C and weighed until constant weight was achieved, then 1.1223 g
of holmium oxide was dissolved in 50 mL of 1.0M HClO4 and diluted to 500 mL
with triply distilled water. A complexometric titration with standard EDTA
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black eriochrome T indicator) was used to verify the concentration
1.195 x 10~ 3M). A UV-VIS (Perkin-Eliner) spectral analysis of the solution is

shown in Fig. 3. The peak at 485 nm corresponds to an absorbance of 0.0215,
which, with the known extinction coefficient (1.84 M'cm1 ), corresponds to a
concentration of 1.17 x 10-2 M. The discrepancy in concentrations was attributed
to inaccuracies of the instrument at low absorbance levels. Dilutions were made
from the Ho3+ solution to yield solutions of 1.194 x 10-3, 1.194 x 10-4,
1.194 x 10-5, and 1.194 x 10~rM Ho3 +. These solutions were each analyzed by
LPAS at 30, 60, and 90*C. All solutions were filtered with 0.45 pm (Gelman
ACRO LC25) filters. The LPAS cells were balanced with 0.1M HC1O 4 solution
before the holmium solution was introduced.

485

400 500 600
Wavelength (nm)

Fig. 3.

UV-VIS Absorption Spectrum of
Ho3 + in 0.1M HClO 4 (E 4 85 -
1.84 M~1 cm~ 1, [Ho 3 ]
1.195 x 10-2 M)

2. Am3+ in Na2CO 3

Initially, 24 1 Am was dissolved in 3N HNO 3 to obtain a final concen-
tration of 8.03 mg/mL. Next, 3.00 mL of this solution was transferred to a
beaker and brought to dryness, after which 2 mL of 8N HCl was added and the
solution evaporated to dryness (the latter was done twice to ensure complete loss
of nitrate). Next, 100 mL of a 1M (0.1M, 0.01M) Na2CO3 solution was added
(CAm(3+) = 1.0 x 10-3M). This solution was stirred for several hours after which
a small residue remained. Several dilutions were made following filtration (see
Table 2) with 0.2-pm filters (Dynagard). All solutions were stored in low-density
polyethylene (LDPE) containers.

The stock solution was analyzed using a liquid scintillation counter
(Hewlett Packard Model 2000, Beckman HP scintillation cocktail), which was
calibrated using a known amount of 239 Pu (efficiency for alpha emitters the same:
98.3%).
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U
C
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Table 2. Experimental Matrix for
LPAS Tests with Am3+

Am3+
Concentration,a Analysis Temp.,

M Medium C

2.5 x 10"1 1M Na2CO3  30, 60, 90

1.6 x 10-7

3.2 x 10-8

1.0 x 10-7 0.01M NaCl 30, 60, 90

<10-8 b,c 0.01M Na2 CO3  22, 61

10"1 bd O.1M Na2CO 22, 61

9.6 x 10- b b1.OM Na2CO3  22, 61

aEach LPAS photoacoustic cell was balanced using identical
solutions prior to analysis or was balanced at a point
where there was zero absorption for the analyte.

bPerformed using laser facility at ANL's Chemistry Division.

cEfforts to obtain higher concentrations were unsuccessful.

dRepresents nominal concentration. Subsequent analyses
indicated substantial depletion over several days.

To establish the identity and molar absorptivities of the Am3+
complex, a conventional visible absorption spectrum of the stock solution in 1M
carbonate was recorded (Fig. 4). For an analytical concentration of
1.00 x 10-3M, the peak at 507 nm corresponds to a molar absorptivity of
300M-1 cm-1 for the complex. Positive identification of the species present in the
solution waa based on comparison with literature spectra [HOBART].

300 400 500 600 700

300 400 500 600 700 800

Wavelength (nm)

(a)
Fig. 4.

UV-VIS Absorption Spectrum of
Am3+ in 1M Na2CO 3: (a) 0.5
optical density is full scale,
(b) 0.1 optical density is
full scale

(b)

(0
U
a
0

c
0)
0o
U
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0
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Two attempts were required to achieve an Am3 + concentration of
~10-7M (filtered) in 0.O1M NaCl. In the first, 11 g of 24 1 Am was obtained from
the previously prepared stock solution (8.03 mg/mL). After being brought to
dryness, the residue was redissolved with 50 mL of 0.02M HCl. An equal
amount of 0.02M NaOH was then added to achieve a final pH = 7.0. Because
the endpoint was overshot, small adjustments were necessary with dilute HCl.
Analysis with liquid scintillation yielded Am3+ concentrations of 3.91 x 10-7 M for
unfiltered solution and 3.88 x 10-9 M for solution filtered with 0.2 pm Dynagard
filter. In the second attempt, 11 jig of 241Am (obtained from the stock solution)
was taken to dryness and redissolved in 100 mL of 0.00114M NaCl. The pH of
the resulting solution was 5.9 and, therefore, required adjustment with dilute
NaOH to obtain pH = 7. Prior to filtering, the solution was purged with argon
to remove CO2 . Analysis with liquid scintillation yielded Am3+ concentrations of
3.28 x 10- 7 M for unfiltered solution and 1.03 x 10-7 M for solution filtered with
0.2-ysm Dynagard filter.

3. Pu4+ in High Carbonate Media

A stock solution of 4 mL Pu3 + in 0.5M HClO4 was added to 8 mL of
air-saturated 1M Na2CO3 . Under these conditions, the Pu3+ is air-oxidized to
Pu4 +. Change in oxidation state was confirmed visually, as the solution changed
color from blue (Pu3 +) to brown (Pu4 +). The oxidation state of the aqueous
plutonium was further confirmed by a UV-VIS spectrum (shown in Fig. 5) and
was also in agreement with the literature [WESTER]. The Pu4 + solutions were
monitored and found to be stable over the two-week period that the experiments
were performed. All dilutions (made with 1.OM Na2 CO3) were filtered using
0.2-pm filters (Dynagard) prior to LPAS analysis. Solutions were stored in LDPE
containers.

C

400 500 600 700
Wavelength (nm)

Fig. 5. UV-VIS Absorption Spectrum of
Pu4 + in iM Na2 CO3
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4. Uranyl in GR-4 (Synthetic Groundwater)

Synthetic groundwater GR-4 was prepared in accord with the method
in the literature [DILL]. A stock solution of uranyl perchlorate was prepared
from U3 08 (NBS 950a certified). An aliquot of this solution was taken to
dryness and then redissolved in GR-4 water. The pH of the resulting solution
was adjusted to 9.7. Further dilutions were made to achieve final uranyl
perchlorate concentrations of 1.1 x 10-4 M, 3.08 x 10-5 M, 1.1 x 10 5 M,
3.08 x 10-6M, and 1.1 x 10 6 M.

5. Cm3+ in NaCl and HClO4

A solution of 244Cm in 0.01M NaCl was prepared from a stock solution
of 24 4 Cm in 0.1M HCl. The 244 Cm used to prepare the stock solution had been
radiochemically characterized after removal of 240Pu. A 0.050-mL aliquot of the
Cm stock solution was taken to dryness in a borosilicate glass vial by using a
hot plate and a stream of dry nitrogen gas. A 4.00-mL aliquot of 0.01 M NaCl
was added and the vial was gently agitated to bring the Cm into solution.
Nitrogen gas was bubbled through the solution to remove any remaining CO2 -
The pH of the purged solution was Aund to be 7.48 using a Beckman 71 pH
meter (pHI 71) equipped with a Ross combination electrode standardized against
buffers of pH = 4.01 and pH = 7.00. The purged solution was immediately
transferred into a fluorescence sample cell (Hellma QS 1 x 1-cm fluorimeter cell
equipped with a Corning Rotoflow fluorocarbon-plug, high-vacuum stopcock) that
was purged with nitrogen gas. The 24 4 Cm in 0.1M HC1O 4 solution was prepared
by adding a 0.050-mL aliquot of the Cm stock solution to a borosilicate glass vial
to which was added 4.00 mL of 0.1M HClO4 . The vial was gently agitated and
the solution transferred into a clean fluorescence sample cell.

D. Materials Tests

1. High Temperature Cells: Heavy Wall Suprasil Tubing

In preparation for planned LPAS and LIF experiments at temperatures
approaching 150*C, pressure tests were conducted with heavy-wall Suprasil tubing.
Two sizes of rectangular Suprasil tubing, both obtained from Vitro Dynamics,
Inc., were used in. these tests: one size had a 2-mm wall thickness and inner
cross-section dimensions of 10 mm x 6 mm; the other had a 1-mm wall thickness
and inner cross-section dimensions of 10.5 x 6 mm. Containment cells were
prepared by sealing off one end of the rectangular tube on a glass lathe and
attaching a 100-mm length of 8-mm OD quartz tubing to the other. After filling
the rectangular portion of a cell (typically 50 mm in length) with test solution,
the cell was sealed off along the 8-mm tube section under slightly reduced
pressure. The filled, sealed cell was encased in a stainless steel pipe section, then
placed in a Blue M furnace and subjected to incremental increases in temperature
at a rate not exceeding ~10*C per 24-h period. Four cells were tested in this
first series of exposures; the cell designations, wall thickness of the rectangular
section, and solution medium introduced are shown in Table 3.

Cells A and B (containing distilled water) survived unruptured during
the 21-day period in which the temperature was raised from 150 to 225*C,
corresponding to a vapor pressure of 4.7 atm (at 150*C) to 25.2 atm (at 225*C).
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Table 3. Description of Four Cells Used in
Pressure Tests

Wall
Cell Thickness,

Designation mm Solution Medium

A 2.0 Distilled Water

B 1.0 Distilled Water

C 1.0 0.1M Na2CO3

D 2.0 0.1M Na2CO3

Cells C and D (containing 0.1M Na 2CO3) also survived unruptured over a two-
week period in which the temperature was raised from 150 to 215*C. At 225*C,
however, cells C and D ruptured; therefore, the minimum upper limit pressure
withstood by these cells in 0.1M Na2CO3 medium is 20.8 atm (at 2150C).
Additional pressure due to CO 2 evolution and increased corrosion of the cell walls
are probable causes of the lower temperature rupture of C and D compared with
A and B.

Post-test examination of the glass fragments from C and D showed
evidence of severe etching on the surfaces exposed to the 0.1M Na2CO3 solution.
Post-test analyses of the water in cells A and B showed significant amounts of
dissolved silica (>250 mg/L as SiO2). Since SiO2 solubility depends strongly on
carbonate concentration (see silica dissolution tests, Sec. II.D.3), it is reasonable to
suppose that the dissolved silica concentration was considerably greater in cells C
and D prior to their rupture than that found in cells A and B.

To the extent which this dissolution process occurs in combination with
the present results, we can be assured of the structural integrity of the proposed
quartz tubing at temperatures up to 1500C.

2. Sample Containment Materials

The purpose of these experiments was to determine the suitability of
various containment materials for use in LPAS studies with actinide-containing
carbonate solutions. In this work, we sought to determine the stability of both
the carbonate host medium and the initial soluble actinide species in the presence
of candidate sample-cell construction materials, such as quartz, Teflon, sapphire,
titanium and its alloys, gold, and platinum. The goal was to identify compatible
(nonintrusive) materials for LPAS cell assemblies usable at room temperature to
150 C.

In a series of tests, the stability of Am3+ in 1M Na2CO3 was
investigated for a get of five candidate materials at 60*C. The experiments were
conducted by placing a coupon specimen of each material and an aliquot
(10-15 cm3) of the Am3 + test solution in a polyethylene bottle having a screw
cap. Each capped bottle was then placed in a drilled aluminum block adapted
for use with a module-type block heater (Lab-Line Instruments, Inc. Model 2050).
The block was capable of holding six bottles at a time. For these tests, five
bottles each held a different coupon sample and one bottle contained only test
solution. Prior to the introduction of the actinide solution, the polyethylene
bottle and sample coupons were conditioned in 1M Na2CO3 at 60*C for 48 hours
to reduce the effects of surface contaminants on the actinide exposure results.
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In these tests, quartz, titanium (GR-2), Ti-6A1-4V, Teflon, and sapphire
were exposed to 7.5 x 10-M Am3+ in 1M Na2 CO3 . The data in Table 4 show
that quartz, Teflon, and polyethylene (determined from blank results) do not
appreciably alter the Am + concentration. Sapphire does appear to be reacting
with Am3+ and, in consequence, gradually reducing the concentration of the
actinide. Titanium (GR-2) and Ti-6A1-4V show major intrusive behavior toward
the Am3+ and are clearly not suitable for use in LPAS experiments conducted at
or above 60*C.

Table 4. Effect of Various Materials on Am3+
Concentration at 60*C. (Test solu-
tion = 7.5 x 10 7 M Am3 in 1M
Na2CO3 .)

Counts Counts
Sample after 100 h after 175 h
Number Coupon Material at 600C at 600C

1 Blank 133489 131846b
2 Quartz 130866 131323
3 Titanium (GR-2) 63391 53323
4 Ti-6A1-4V 42880 30763
5 Teflon 134123 131010
6 Sapphire 118942 106979

'The cold standard solution had 133942 counts.
bThe cold standard solution had 130459 counts.

3. Rate of Silica Dissolution in LPAS Quartz Cells

In support of the LPAS effort, experiments were conducted to help
establish the concentration of silica in the high carbonate solutions in the quartz
cells currently being used as sample cells. Such tests are important since silicate
complexes are a possible source of interference in subsequent LPAS experiments.
The possibility that the etched surfaces of the cells, as indicated previously,
provide active binding sites for actinides has not been fully explored.

The general approach was to place O.1M Na CO3 solution in a Hellma
cell (1 x 1 cm Quartz fluorimeter cell with sealed stern) or thick-walled quartz
cell (Vitro Dynamics, Inc.), leave the solution in contact with the cell for varying
lengths of time at either 23*C or 62-63*C, and analyze the solution using the
molybdic acid colorimetric method (as recommended by [ILER]). The Hellma cell
is used in the present LPAS experiments, and the thick-walled cell is being
considered for high-temperature (100*C) LPAS experiments. Carbonate/silica
solutions from 62-63*C tests were either diluted or added to the colorimetric
solution within one minute after removal from the oven to prevent silica
precipitation. The colorimetric method is sensitive only to silica (probably as
H3 SiO 4 ) and not polymeric silica under the conditions of the analysis performed.

The results of the experiments are tabulated in Table 5. A plot of
silica concentration as a function of time (up to a month) at 62*C is shown in
Fig. 6 for the Hellma cells and Fig. 7 for the thick-walled quartz cells. Figure 8
plots these same variables for both types of cells over a ~24-h period. The
conclusion, based on these experimental data, was that at room temperature
(23*C) silica dissolution is kinetically inhibited; silica concentrations only reached
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Table 5. Measured SiO2 Concentrations as Function of Time for Hellma
Cell and Thick-Walled (TW) Quartz Cell in O.1M Na2 CO3

Concentration
Experiment Temp., Time, SiO ,

No. Cell Type C h mg/L Spectrum

1 Hellma Room 41 14.3 UV-23
2 TW Room 22.75 15.7 UV-29
3 Hellma Room 167.67 24.9 UV-35
4 TW Room 167.67 50.9 UV-36
5 Hellma 62 2.42 27.9 UV-22
6 TW 62 2.33 31.1 UV-21
7 Hellma 63 4.83 57.3 UV-51
8 TW 63 4.87 80.3 UV-50
9 Hellma 63 8.42 81.0 UV-47

10 TW 63 8.38 117.6 UV-48
11 Hellma 63 16.03 136.2 UV-44
12 TW 63 15.87 220.8 UV-43
13 Hellma 62 23.18 409.8 UV-27
14 TW 62 23.22 527.0 UV-28
15 Hel.ma 62 41 297_
16 Hellma 62 168.07 1108.2 UV-38
17 TW 62 168.03 955.0 UV-37
18 Hellma 62 619.40 1484 UV-36
19 TW 62 619.40 1342 UV-45
20 Hellma 62 672 1400a UV-23

'Exceeded
analyses.

recommended maximum SiO2 concentration for molybdic acid colorimetric
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Fig. 6. SiO 2 Dissolution as Function of Time
for Quartz Cuvettes used in LPAS
Experiments. The data presented are
for 0.1M Na2CO3 solutions kept at
62*C for about one month.
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Fig. 7. SiO 2 Dissolution as a Function of Time
for Thick-Walled Quartz Tubing. The
data are for 0.1M Na 2CO3 solutions kept
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approximately 50 mg/L after a week of contact time. There is, therefore, no
significant problem in spectroscopically analyzing at room temperature in carbonate
media. Silica dissolution in the quartz sample cells, however, was relatively rapid
at 62*C. Concentrations in excess of 1400 mg/L (as SiO2 ) were reached after
one month of contact time. This is the approximate solubility of quartz.
Although some difference in dissolution rates was noted at early times, there was
no significant difference in silica concentration, at long times, between the Hellma
and thick-walled cells. At short times (at 62*C), silica dissolution was
approximately linear (8.5-14.0 mg/L/h) and considerably slower than at
intermediate times. The "induction period" was approximately 12-15 h.

At high temperatures, it is clear that silica concentration in solution
may be quite high, depending on the history of the sample solution. Cycling
through the temperature quickly may keep silica concentrations at levels that will
probably not affect the observed spectra and chemistry (pending 90*C kinetic
data at 1M Na2 CO3 concentrations). Problems in balancing the cells for
differential analyses and interferences caused by silica complexation may be
encountered, however, in sample solutions that have either been repeatedly cycled
through higher temperatures or left at high temperatures for extended periods of
time. Since the expected solubility at low temperature is high, continued
temperature cycling may essentially pump the system to high silica concentrations.
This may cause problems in obtaining differential spectra if the same reference
cell is used for several actinide carbonate solutions.

E. Interference from Suspended Particulate Matter in LPAS

Suspended particulate matter in sample solutions can result in photoacoustic
signals sufficient to saturate the amplifiers used. Minimizing the effect of such
particles or eliminating them is essential to achieving the highest possible LPAS
sensitivity. Filtration is an obvious method for removing suspended particulate
matter frcm solutions and was therefore tested. Surprisingly, all filters tested
resulted in increased interference from suspended particles over that present in
high-quality distilled water. Nonetheless, most solutions of interest contain a
sufficient number of interfering particles that filtration remains an attractive
approach if a filter that sheds relatively few particles could be found.

We tested several 0.45 pm and 0.2 pm syringe filters, including fluorocarbon,
polyvinylidene fluoride, and cellulose filter media. Most tests were carried out
using the following filters (where the number in parenthesis is the filter's nominal
rating): Amicon FilterCone (5 nm), Gelman Acrodisc LC-25 (0.2 pm), Gelman
CR-25 (0.45 pm), and Microgon DynaGard (0.2 Am). Except for the Amicon
filter, these are filters designed to fit on the tip of a syringe so that the solution
in the syringe is forced through the filter medium directly into the LPAS sample
cell. The Amicon filter requires use of a centrifuge to force the solution of
interest through the filter into an attached vial.

The syringe filters initially were tested using GR-4 groundwater. Large
deviations from the expected normal error distribution were found, even after
120 min settling time when GR-4 was filtered through the Gelman LC-25 filter
(0.2 pm filter). To verify that the interference was due to suspended particles
and not to impurities in GR-4 or reaction of the filter medium with GR-4,
distilled water from three sources was also tested. The sources were
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laboratory distilled water, water distilled by a Barnstead Nanopure water purifier,
and triply distilled water. The Barnstead Nanopure system includes a final
0.2 m pleated filter, and the water it produced showed the largest interference
due to suspended particles. The laboratory distilled water and triply distilled
water showed much less interference.

The following protocol was established for LPAS testing of solution filters for
interference due to particles shed from the filter. An LPAS apparatus was run
in its single-beam, single-cell mode. A Hellma QS fluorimeter cell (1 x 1 cm),
equipped with a Rotoflow Teflon stopcock, was filled, agitated, and quickly
emptied at least five times using laboratory distilled water passed through the
filter being tested. If any suspended particles were observable with the unaided
eye after a few seconds settling time, the cell was repeatedly filled, agitated, and
quickly rinsed until such interference was eliminated. Owing to the extremely
small volume of filtrate from the Amicon FilterCone filter, the cell was repeatedly
rinsed with unfiltered laboratory distilled water and then filled with the filtrate
from the Amicon filter. The cell was then filled and its stopcock closed. The
cell was inverted once and then was immediately inserted into the LPAS cell
holder held at 51*C. After 30 min of settling time, the peak photoacoustic
response was separately recorded for each of approximately 2000 laser pulses; each
pulse had ~4 mJ energy at 431.7 nm. A histogram was constructed that showed
the probability of a given range of peak photoacoustic signal values occurring. In
extreme cases, the observed histogram showed more than one distinct maximum.

For each filter tested, the histograms visibly departed from the Gaussian
distribution expected from the mean and its standard deviation, which were
calculated using all the data recorded on a pulse-by-pulse basis. Allowing the
sample to sit undisturbed in its cell holder reduced the departure from the
expected Gaussian distribution. This result is attributed to settling out of the
interfering particles. The filter showing the least interference and the fastest
reduction in such interference as a function of settling time was the Microgon
Dynagard syringe filter. This filter is a microtubular filter with a mixed cellulose
acetate-nitrate medium.

Figure 9 is the histograms at 1, 30, and 60 min for laboratory distilled
water passed through the Microgen filter. The observed histogram is the result
of acquiring the peak LPAS signal value for each of ~2000 laser pulses and
building a 100 bin histogram whose full width was five times the standard
deviation from the mean. The calculated LPAS histogram is the Gaussian or
normal error distribution expected based on the observed mean and standard
deviation from the mean. The systematic deviations evident for settling times of
1 and 30 min are attributed to spuriously large LPAS signals that arise from
absorption of laser light by suspended particulate matter shed from the syringe
filter.

The observed histograms suggested another means of minimizing the effect of
suspended particles, namely, nonlinear least squares fitting of a single Gaussian to
the observed histogram. A computer program, BALDAP (BWIP Automated Laser
Data Analysis Program), has been written to automatically perform such an
analysis for LPAS data collected on a pulse-by-pulse basis at each laser
wavelength used. The program uses a recently published nonlinear least squares
algorithm, MRQMIN [PRESS]. It runs on an IBM PC equipped with an 8087
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floating point chip and a hard disk. Tests using simulated and real data showed
that the program was able to reduce the effect of suspended particle interference
on LPAS measurements by, more than a factor of 20 in comparison with data
collected using RC filtering via an analog boxcar. See Fig. 10 for an example of
the reduction of such interference.

In Fig. 10, the symbols are the result of statistical analysis of the LPAS
signal values for data obtained at discrete laser wavelengths. At each wavelength,
the peak LPAS signal was recorded for each of 999 laser pulses. These data
were analyzed off-line using the BALDAP computer program. The program
builds a frequency-of-occurrence histogram for the data taken at each wavelength.
The program then carries out a nonlinear least squares fit of a Gaussian curve to
the observed histogram to obtain the best estimate of the LPAS signal intensity.
The LPAS spectrum of the same solution was recorded using analog (boxcar)
averaging shortly after data used in histogram building were recorded. The sharp
positive and negative spikes in the solid curve are attributed to interference from

*RC filtering = resistance capacitance filtering yielding a time constant.
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Fig. 10. Reduction of Particle Interference in
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1.0M Na 2CO3 at 30*C by Means of
Nonlinear Least Squares Fitting of
LPAS Data Acquired on a Pulse-by-
Pulse Basis

suspended particles. Comparison of the amplitude of the larger spikes to the
much smaller fluctuations in the observed LPAS data, shown as diamond-shaped
symbols, suggests that nonlinear least squares fitting of data acquired on a pulse-
by-pulse basis suppresses the interference from suspended particulate matter by a
factor of 20 or more. Full integration of the BALDAP program with the existing
data acquisition program for our experimental setup will require additional
software development. The initial phase of this integration has begun with the
coding of a program to access a recently installed IEEE-488 interface in the
FL3002 dye laser.
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Initial LPAS experiments conducted in the newly acquired laser facility at
ANL's Chemical Technology (CMT) Division were performed on nonradioactive
solutions (Ho3 +) prior to the facility's acceptance as a radioactive materials area.
Preliminary results on Am3+ in carbonate, conducted with the laser facility in
ANL's Chemistry (CHM) Division, were used to establish guidelines upon which
further investigations, using the new facility, could be performed (Am in 1.OM
carbonate and in 0.01M NaCl). The LPAS studies included the analysis of Pu4 +
in 0.66M carbonate. While the LPAS studies were in progress, LIF studies were
initiated on uranyl in GR-4 water and Cm3+ in 0.01M NaCl.

A. Laser Photoacoustic Spectroscopy

The new laser equipment contained modifications that permitted spectra to
be recorded at elevated temperatures. By using a quartz rod of sufficient length,
acoustic contact could still be maintained with the sample without the adverse
effects of temperature on the PZT transducer. With this method, LPAS spectra
were successfully recorded on Ho3 +, Am3 +, and Pu4 + samples at temperatures up
to 90*C.

1. Spectra of Ho3+ in HClO4

Before experiments with radioactive solutions, several investigative
experiments were conducted using nonactive solutions. Holmium had been chosen
because it does not undergo hydrolysis in acid media. This is generally true at
pH values <6. Like the actinides, Ho3 + has weak absorptions (1.84M cm-1 at
485 nm) in the visible spectrum, of which several bands lie in a region where
water absorption is at a minimum. These attributes, together with the
availability of a fairly stable and highly efficient dye (coumarin-480) for this
region, made Ho3+ a suitable candidate for preliminary investigations of the LPAS
technique.

Dilution curves for LPAS analyses at T = 30, 60, and 90*C are
shown in Figs. 11, 12, and 13, respectively. Points in these curves were recorded
by monitoring the 485 nm absorption band (E= 1.84M-1 cm-1 ). Neglecting
saturation effects, photoacoustic theory predicts that the normalized acoustic signal
will be proportional to the concentration of absorbing species. Accordingly,
normalized LPAS data should follow Beer's law for sufficiently dilute solutions
where the laser remains unattenuated (concentrations for which the absorbance is
S10~3 a.u. per centimeter of solution are amenable to the present system).
Spectra of the most-concentrated and most-dilute solutions are shown in
Figs. 14-16. From signal-to-noise values of the most dilute solution, one obtains
a detection limit (S/N = 1) of N3 x 10~7 a.u. per centimeter of solution.

Figures 14a, 15a, and 16a also demonstrate the effect of temperature
on LPAS measurements. Previous spectra recorded using a conventional UV-VIS
absorption spectrophotometer indicated no temperature effects. With LPAS,
however, significant enhancement in the normalized LPAS signal was observed
with increased temperature. Such an enhancement was a result of the substantial
change in the thermal expansivity of water relative to its heat capacity with
temperature. Figure 17 shows the results of a study performed on a ~10-3M
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Ho3 + solution, where the amplitude of the 485 nm peak was monitored as a
function of temperature. Although acoustic theory predicts a greater enhancement
in the LPAS signal (see Appendix I), it does not accurately account for the
various relaxation mechanisms that occur for different systems as a function of
temperature or for the temperature dependence of the PZT transducer. The
observed enhancement of the signal at elevated temperatures was an additional
benefit provided by the LPAS technique.

One factor which enabled such limits of detection to be achieved was
the use of the considerably higher energies provided by the present laser system
compared with the earlier one. To increase signal-to-noise ratios, the laser energy
was increased to the point where the normalized LPAS signal began to decrease
(saturation). An experiment conducted to determine the onset of saturation for
Ho3+ (Table 6) shows that the normalized LPAS signals remained constant up to
energies in excess of 18 mJ/pulse. The normalized LPAS spectra obtained at
7 mJ (Fig. 18) and 20 mJ (Fig. 19) offer direct evidence of the linearity of the
Ho3 + LPAS signal with laser energy. In separate experiments, energies in excess
of 25 mJ/pulse were used without reduction in the normalized signal.

2. Spectra of Am3+ Solutions

Much of the initial work on actinides emphasized LPAS studies of
Arn3+ since it has a favorable absorption band [HOBART] near the minimum
absorbance wavelength of water. In addition, Am3 + has a J = 0 ground state,
and its next-higher lying state is a J = 1 state at about 2200 cm- [CONWAY].
Due to the comparatively simple energy level structure of Am3 +, little change is
expected in the f-f absorption spectra of its complexes with temperature, although
the relative amounts of each complex will, in general, be a function of
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Table 6. Normalized LPAS Signal as a
Function of Energy

Laser Energy LPAS Signal/Laser Energy,
at 485 nm, mJ rel. units/mJ

18.6 0.152 0.006
14.t, 0.156 + 0.008

9.2 0.150 0.013
8.5 0.154 0.015
7.4 0.149 0.016
6.6 0.151 0.018
5.4 0.155 0.021

temperature. The initial work on americium spectra [Sec. III.A.2.a.(1)] was
performed on the CHM Division's laser spectroscopy unit. When the CMT
Division's unit became operational, this work was continued on that unit.

a.. Carbonates

The carbonate ion is an important complexant of actinides that is
found in natural groundwater systems. Because of this, carbonate complexation
was selected as an important issue to cover in our developmental work.
Although there appears to be some controversy in this area the Am(C0 3)3

3 -
complex has been found to have a stability constant of ~1012 [BERNKOPF],
which can vary depending on the ionic strength of the solution. This stability
makes Am3+ particularly suitable for LPAS studies at the natural carbonate

I
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concentrations encountered (1-10 mM). Carbonate concentrations, however, are
directly related to pH and the partial pressure of CO 2 above the solution.
Variation in either of these quantities can thus have dramatic effects on the
solubility. In an effort to elucidate the difficulties which would occur during
preparation and analysis, Am was prepared under a wide range of carbonate
concentrations and analyzed by LPAS.

(1) Stability of Am 3+ in Carbonate Media

The stability of Am3 + in carbonate was initially studied with
the LPAS unit at the CHM Division.

(a) Am3+ in 0.01M Na2CO3

As indicated previously, the highest concentration of
Am3 + that was achieved in 0.01M Na2 CO3 was 2 x 10- 8 M (determined by
counting methods), which placed it near the limits of detection for the LPAS
spectrometer at the CHM Division. Figure 20 shows the results of a LPAS
spectrum for this sample. The mean value for the 508 nm Am3+ peak at 20 C
was 0.6298 for data taken at 9.2 x 10- 6 M Am3+ in 1M Na2CO 3. Assuming the
species was a triscarbonato Am3+, the signal intensity should have been
1.37 x 10-3. Since the baseline noise is ~3 x 10-4, a peak should have been
present at an S/N of N3.
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Further attempts to obtain the spectrum by improving
the measurement (e.g., averaging more laser shots and use of
filters) were unsuccessful, as shown in Fig. 21. The lack of
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observable intensity at 508 nm and the sloping baseline are not easily explained.
One possibility is that the Am3+ may be present as a colloidal or pseudo-colloidal
species whose spectrum is substantially different from that of triscarbonato Am3+.

(b) Am3+ in 0.1M Na2 CO3

Increasing the amount of carbonate led to an increase
in the amount of Am3 + that could be dissolved. Figure 22 shows the cumulative
results of LPAS analyses taken over a period of two weeks on 9.2 x 10~6M Am3+
in 0.1M Na2 CO3 . Although some of the variation in signal intensity could be
attributed to measurements taken at the two temperatures (T = 200C and
61*C), Fig. 23 indicates a progressive decrease in LPAS signal with time. Using
standard counting techniques, we later determined that a significant amount of
the activity had been lost from the solution. The balance of the activity was
found only after washing the cuvette walls with 2M HNO 3. These data indicated
the possibility that the quartz cuvettes present sites for the adsorption of Am3+
ions, although further analyses would be necessary (e.g., silica dissolution).

(c) Am3+ in 1.OM Na2 CO3

Figure 24 gives ten LPAS spectra of 9.2 x 10-6M
Am3+ in 1.OM Na 2CO3 (see Table 7 for pertinent data). The central peak
(FWHM = 4 nm) in each of the recorded spectra is due to the absorption of the
americium carbonate complex at 508 nm. The rising baseline evident at both
490 nm and 530 nm most likely was due to the output of the dye laser
becoming increasingly dominated by nontunable amplified spontaneous emission
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Table 7. Conditions for LPAS Spectra of 9.2 x 106 M Am3+ in 1.OM Na2 CO3

Diff. LPAS/Laser
Intensity

Figure Peak Am
No. Date 508 nm 495 nm Signala Cell Conditions

24a 2/25/87 0.630 0.001 0.629 200C

24b 3/02/87 0.615 0.005 0.610 200C

24c 3/03/87 0.834 0.015 0.819 610C for 35 min, large spikes

24d 3/03/87 0.870 0.03 0.840 610C for 358 min, even larger spikes

24e 3/06/87 0.652 0.022 0.630 200C

24f 3/06/87 0.817 0.019 0.798 610C for 62 min, a few spikes

24g 3/06/87 0.665 0.02 0.645 Cooling from 610C, cell temp. 230C at start,
220C at end of scan, fewer spikes than
Fig. 24f

24h 3/09/87 0.652 0.016 0.635 200C, no spikes

24i 3/09/87 0.830 0.007 0.823 610C for 70 min, a few very small spikes

24j 3/09/87 0.826 0.02 0.806 610C for 265 min, still a few very small spikes

aValue in third column minus that in fourth.

(ASE) at the ends of the tuning curve of the dye used (coumarin 500 in
ethanol). Tests using a sharp-cut, long-pass filter confirmed that ASE was a
problem at 530 nm.

The occurrence of spikes throughout many of the
spectra recorded at elevated temperatures was the result of the agitation of
particulate matter within the solutions. This problem became less severe as the
solution reached thermal equilibrium, at which point it was presumed that the
particles had settled. After several temperature cycles, the particulate problem
was reduced enough to allow quick analysis without time required for settling of
particles. Histograms were useful in identifying that the particulate problem was
confined to the cell which contained Am solution.

Histogram methods were also used to verify that the
LPAS signals were normally distributed before a final normalized LPAS signal was
recorded. This ensured that the signals had not been artificially increased (or
decreased) by the effects of particle scattering. On a relative scale, the mean
value of the Am3 + peak (value at 508 nm minus baseline value at 495 nm) with
cells at 20*C was 0.6298 0.0128. At 61*C, the normalized LPAS response had
increased to 0.8172 0.0162. These results again demonstrated the enhancement
observed at elevated temperatures.

For ~105M Am3+ in carbonate at T = 20*C, LPAS
signals were found to saturate at energies in excess of 1 mJ per pulse. This is
illustrated in Fig. 25. In general, saturation occurs at increasingly lower energies
as the pulse length of the laser is shortened. Increasing the laser pulse width
may serve as a means of increasing sensitivity. The excited-state relaxation
dynamics of the species of interest will repopulate the ground state to a greater
degree with increasing pulse width.
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(d) Continued Am3 + Studies with New Laser

The LPAS experiments on actinide samples were
continued using the recently acquired excimer pumped-dye laser system at the
CMT Division. Preliminary experiments with Ho3  (as described above) had
indicated significant improvement in the minimum detectable absorbance (3 x 10~?
a.u./cm for S/N = 1).

Studies were primarily conducted in 1.OOM Na2CO3 to
minimize changes in Am speciation with temperature and to allow a wide range
of Am concentrations to be studied. Unlike the data collected with the YAG
pumped dye laser (CHM facility), the LPAS data from the CMT facility were
recorded at energies between 3 and 5 mJ. The increase in the amount of energy
that was used before the onset of saturation reflects the utility of the longer
pulse width provided by the excimer pumped-dye laser system. Figure 26 shows
the dilution curves obtained for 30, 60, and 900C. The LPAS spectrum for the
3 x 10-8M Am3+ at T = 60*C is shown in Fig. 27. Dividing the observed PZT
signal per unit incident energy for the Am3 + absorption peak at 508 nm by the
standard deviation of the baseline noise at 520 nm results in a detection limit
(S/N = 1) of 3 x 10-9M Am3 +. Using Hobart's value [HOBART) for the molar
absorbance of Am3 + in carbonate media, we calculated a detection limit of
7 x 10-7 a.u. per centimeter of optical pathlength through the sample at 60*C.

As was observed in the case of holmium, a significant
signal enhancement was achieved at elevated temperatures. Figure 28 shows a
comparison of LPAS absorption spectra recorded using 2.5 x 10~6M Am3+ at
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sample temperatures of 30, 60, and 90*C. As expected, there was little change

in the band shape. There was, however, a distinct overall increase in PZT

response per unit incident user energy. The observed enhancement of the

507.6 nm peak of Am 3+ in 1.OOM Na2CO3, relative to 30*C, was 1.21 at 60*C

and 1.46 at 90*C. The observed enhancement of the 508 nm band of Am3+,

based on band areas relative to the 30*C spectrum, was 1.29 at 60*C and 1.66

at 90*C. The reason for this difference has not been determined. Comparing

enhancements based on peak height vs. peak area confirms that the band shape

changes only slightly.

The precise reason for the difference between the

observed enhancements relative to those expected from theory is not understood at
present. Observations of the temperature dependences of Ho3 + indicated different
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LPAS enhancements for different absorption bands, even though no significant
changes in peak height were observed when the absorption spectrum was recorded
as a function of wavelength over the same range using a CARY 17H
spectrometer. This suggests that the photophysics (energy transfer and relaxation
rates) of the absorber may be a contributing factor. However, the only previous
test of aqueous solution LPAS enhancement with temperature, which is implicit in
Nelson and Patel's theory [NELSON], is Tam and Patel's study of the optical
absorbance of water [TAM]. Tam and Patel measured the influence of tempera-
ture on the observed LPAS signal at 16400 cm 1 and found fairly good agreement
with theory. This is somewhat surprising since their transducer was evidently in
good thermal contact with their sample, and they did not report correcting for
the influence of temperature on the transducer.

b. Am3+ in NaCl

The role of chloride ion is a small one except in the strongest of
saline environments. Because of its very low complexation capabilities, the
hydrolysis reaction is expected to predominate, particularly in neutral or high pH
solution [KIM-2].

Figure 29 gives LPAS spectra for 1 x 10 7M Am3+ in 0.01M
NaCl. The broad featureless bands suggest that Am3 + existed as a colloid under
these conditions. Since the LPAS spectrum was recorded approximately one
month after the solution's preparation, we believe that much of the Am3 + had
undergone hydrolysis. This statement is supported by the fact that significant
loss in activity was observed after filtration.

3. Spectra of Pu4 + in Na2 CO3

The LPAS spectra of Pu4 + in carbonate media were obtained as a
function of temperature. Extensive work on this system has, however, not been
completed. In comparison with Am3 +, Pu4+ has a relatively complex chemistry
and can undergo redox, disproportionation, and polymerization reactions. The
results presented are therefore tentative and will be re-addressed in future work.

The LPAS spectra of 1 x 10-6 M Pu4 + in 0.66M sodium carbonate at
T = 30, 45, 60, 75, and 90*C are shown in Fig. 30. The band at 487 nm
(E487 = 89M-icm-1) corresponds to a known transition of the Pu4 + carbonate
complex. Although the data are preliminary, three features in this figure are
important to note. First, as was the case with Am3 + and Ho3 +, the
photoacoustic signal was enhanced with increasing temperature. The apparent
enhancement in signal with increasing temperature from 30 to 90C was
approximately 1.6 at 487 nm. The second feature is that there appears to be a
broadening of the 487 nm band as the temperature was increased. This may be
indicative of a change in speciation, although further work is needed before
making a definitive conclusion. The third feature is the high absorption at
shorter wavelengths. In this respect, the LPAS spectra reported do not agree
with published Pu4 + carbonate UV-VIS spectra. Even at low temperatures, the
peak-to-valley ratios (487 nm vs. 480 nm) are considerably lower than published
absorption spectra. The reason for this difference and its strong dependence on
the temperature are not yet understood.
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B. Laser-Induced Fluorescence

1. Uranyl Luminescence Studies

Initial LIF studies (FY 1986) were carried out using 1.10 x 10- 4M
uranyl in GR-4. This work identified the peak of the uranyl luminescence band
as occurring at 510 nm (uncorrected for the spectral response of the detection
system) and showed that the luminescence decay was not characterizable as a
single exponential decay. Subsequent work used 3.08 x 10- 5M uranyl in GR-4 to
minimize perturbation of free ligand concentrations in GR-4 but retain a
sufficiently strong luminescence to ensure useful signal intensities at high
temperatures. The luminescence em ;wsion spectrum of this solution was measured
at 22*C and 66*C (355 nm excitat n). The spectra are shown in Fig. 31.
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Note that a fixed excitation wavelength and fixed delay and gate widths were
used. Figure 31 indicates considerable temperature dependence for the intensity of
the observed luminescence.

The corresponding time-resolved luminescence decays are shown in
Fig. 32 for a detection system with a 1/e response time of 200 ns and the
maximum number of time channels (2048) permitted by the computer software.
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Nonlinear least squares fitting of the data shown in Fig. 32 to a double
exponential decay model (five adjustable parameters) resulted in a poor fit at long
times. This indicated that at least three luminescing uranyl species existed under
these experimental conditions. Use of a higher system response and a longer time
per channel confirmed the existence of at least one additional decay component.
Use of a lower system response time and shorter time per channel provided
evidence for an additional decay component at short times. Overall, the data
obtained indicated that at least four, and possibly more, uranyl species are
present in this solution.

2. High Sensitivity Studies of Cm3 +

The approach taken in this work was to establish the sensitivity limits
of the existing apparatus for LIF detection of aquo Cm3+ (i.e., Cm3+ in dilute
perchloric acid solution) since the spectral [CARNALL-5] and fluorescence
[BEITZ-1] properties of this species are known. Once the sensitivity of the
apparatus was determined, an initial LIF study of Cm3+ was undertaken using a
simplified groundwater (SGW). The SGW consisted of 0.01M NaCl that had
been purged to remove dissolved carbon dioxide. The measured pH of the
resulting Cm solution was 7.5. These LIF studies of Cm3 + are of interest
because Cm is a radionuclide resent in spent reactor fuel but also because the
similar radii of Am3+ and Cm + make it likely that Am3 + will behave much like
Cm3 + in its complexation reactions.

The excitation spectra of Cm3+ in dilute perchloric acid and SGW,
shown in Fig. 33, were acquired using a peak dye laser energy of 0.75 mJ per
pulse. The effective wavelength resolution was 0.116 nm and there were 170
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laser pulses per resolution element. For comparison, the two excitation spectra

were scaled such that their peak heights were equal and their baselines at

403 nm were equal. Figure 33 indicates that Cm3+ in SGW absorbs in a band

which is shifted to longer wavelength and is broader than that of aquo Cm3+

The peak molar absorbance of the F band of ay 4o Cm3+ is 55.2 -Icm- 1

[CARNALL-5]. The absorption spectrum of Cm + in near-neutral aqueous
solution has never been reported. From available hydrolysis constants for Am+

[KIM-2], it is likely that Cm3+ in SGW is predominantly present as hydroxo
species such as Cm(OH)2+ or Cm((OH)2)1+.

The fluorescence decay rate of the A state of Cm3+ was measured by
excitation of its F state. Laser excitation at 397.7 nm is a sufficiently short
wavelength that most first and second Stokes spontaneous Raman scattered light
from vibrational modes of water is removed by the various optical filters used.
The fluorescence wavelength range monitored was 591 to 603 nm (FWHM). The
plots of log(fluorescence intensity) vs. time shown in Fig. 34 are the result of

averaging the output of the transient recorder over 2048 laser pulses of 1 mJ
each. The dwell time was 320 ns per transient recorder channel. The data for
the two Cm solutions arescaled for comparison so that the initial fluorescence
intensities are equal to 100. The upper solid line trace is the observed data for

CM],i+ in SGW, and the lower solid line trace is the observed data for aquo
Cm T+ in 0.1M HClO4. The dashed line through each of the solid line traces is
the result of fitting a single exponential decay model to the observed data. The
fluorescence lifetime of aquo Cm+ in .1M HC1O4 is 68 i 3 ps, which is in good
agreement with Beitz and Hessler's [BEITZ-1] earlier value of 65 2 ps.
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Fitting the fluorescence decay of Cm3+ in SGW (Fig. 34) to a single
exponential decay model resulted in a calculated lifetime of 84 3 As, but a
residuals plot showed that the observed data deviate systematically from a single
exponential decay. Better residuals agreement was obtained by a nonlinear least
squares fit to a double exponential decay model. The best fit was for 0.32 of
the fluorescence intensity arising from a species with a 16.4 6.6 As lifetime and
0.68 of the fluorescence decay arising from a species with a fluorescence lifetime of
92 2.6 As decay. This provides evidence that more than one Cm3 + species is
in the SGW solution. Additional studies, including systematic variation of [OH-],
will be required to identify the actual Cm3+ species present.

The fluorescence emission spectra, Fig. 35, of the two Cm3 + solutions
were recorded in the 560 to 640 nm region but only at low resolution (~2%
energy resolution). The circular variable filter system was used for this purpose
because of the comparatively low fluorescence light levels. At the resolution
achieved, the only difference in the emission spectra was a small shift in the peak
emission wavelength. The A state fluorescence emission from aquo Cm3 + in 0.1M
HClO4 peaked at 593 nm and that from Cm3 + in SGW peaked at 596 nm. The
observed FWHM of the Cm3 + emission peak in both cases was 15 nm, which is
only a little larger than the measured 12 nm FWHM resolution of the circular
variable filter. This indicates that the true width of the Cm3+ emission band in
either solution is less than 12 nm, in good agreement with Beitz and Hessler's
earlier report [BEITZ-1] that aquo Cm +A state emission resulting from G state
excitation peaked at 593 nm in an 8-nm FWHM band. There are no previous
reports of the emission spectrum of Cm3+ in near-neutral pH aqueous solution
against which to compare our observations.
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The Cm3+ detection limit (S/N = 1) of our present LIF apparatus
using 2048 laser pulses can be obtained from the fluorescence decay data shown
in Fig. 34. The signal-to-noise ratio for those data was calculated by integrating
the fluorescence signal during its decay to 0.5 of its initial value and dividing by
the RMS baseline noise integrated over the same number of microseconds.
Dividing the Cm3+ concentration used for the fluorescence decaL measurement by
the observed s'-al-to-noise ratio gives the concentration of Cm at which
S/N = 1. The resulting detection limits are 1.8 x 10-11M for aquo Cm3+ and
8.5 ppt (weight basis) for Cm3+ in SGW. We express the detection limit for
Cm3 + in SGW as parts per trillion because the number and molecular weight of
the Cm3+ species actually present in solution are not certain. The LIF detection
limit for Cm3 + in SGW was determined to be over 100 times lower than the
solubility limit expected for Cm3 +, based on the work of Kim and co-workers
[KIM-2] and the assumption that the solubilities of Am3+ and Cin3+ species are
the same.
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IV. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE GOALS

A. LPAS Detection and Speciation of Actinides in Solution

Room temperature sensitivities of ~5 x 10-7 a.u./cm of solution have been
demonstrated for Am3 + (~10-99M) and Pu4+ (~10- 8 M) in high-carbonate media.
This sensitivity was enhanced at elevated temperatures. The Am3 + studies
conducted at carbonate concentrations <1.0M were hampered by the instability of
the actinide in solution. At 0.1M carbonate, temperature cycling was found to
accelerate the removal of americium species from solution. This process was
easily monitored using LPAS detection methods. Experiments conducted using the
CHM dye laser with a 5-ns pulse width were unable to detect 2 x 10-eM Am3 +
in 0.01M carbonate; however, detection limits were greatly improved using the
CMT dye laser with a 28-ns pulse width. Spectra of 1 x 10~7M Am3 + in
0.01M NaCl indicated substantial decrease in the solution concentration over one
month. This was indicated by filtration data and a broad featureless band in the
spectrum region expected to have a sharp Am3 + transition. In addition, Pu4 +
sensitivity was demonstrated but still requires further exploration in regard to its
redox characteristics in natural waters and the effect of temperature.

All our LPAS spectra were obtained at wavelengths where the absorbance of
water was near its minimum. Measurements taken at wavelengths approaching
the near-infrared region will be seriously influenced not only by the increased
absorbance of water (which is countered by differential amplification), but also by
the temperature dependence of its absorbance. For wavelengths near 800 nni
(Pu6+ absorption), this temperature dependence is in excess of 0.3% per degree
Celsius. This can lead to appreciable error since the absorbance of water can be
10,000 times greater than the minimum absorbance detectable by LPAS. The
spectra recorded near the detection limits of the present system clearly indicate
that much of the noise is attributed to the lack of stability of the present
temperature control system. Methods to control temperature to 0.01*C are
essential to the success of future LPAS measurements at high temperatures.
Although temperature control systems of this stability are commercially available,
a considerable amount of thought will also be required in the design of a new
LPAS apparatus.

Other areas which we hope to pursue include improving the noise char-
acteristics of the detection system. Improvements in the present preamplification
system would enhance detection limits. Methods to determine the sensitivity of
the PZT transducer also must be developed. Because of the aging of these
components, their electrical characteristics must be monitored at regular intervals.

Finally, we hope to develop computer programs that will expand our
capabilities to take LPAS spectra quickly and efficiently. The computer program
cited in this report has demonstrated how such efforts were useful in the
elimination of particle interference introduced into the samples. Presently being
developed are additional programs that will control the scanning mechanism of the
dye laser and allow this mechanism to react accordingly (e.g., slow scan and
average more shots) when encountering transitions of a specified absorbance
magnitude.
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B. LIF Detection and Speciation of Actinides in Solution

Our work demonstrated that LIF has very high sensitivity for detection of
Cm3+ and provided evidence that the method can distinguish between Cm3+
species. Further improvements in LIF detection limits are expected to be
achieved using a dye laser with higher repetition rate, a 50-ps pulse width, and a
cooled, gated photomultiplier. The ultimate LIF detection limit for Cm3+ is likely
to be approximately 10-13M. The significance of this extremely high detection
sensitivity is that it makes possible measurement of minor Cm + species, even in
appreciably undersaturated solutions. Such measurements will provide the best
possible test of computer models of actinide 3+ ion speciation in solution, such as
the EQ3/6 code being developed by Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory.

The first observation of fluorescence from Am3+ in aqueous solution recently
was reported by Beitz and co-workers [BEITZ-2]. Their observations suggest that
a LIF detection limit of the order 1.0 x 1010M will be achieved for Am .At
present, no one has reported fluorescence from any oxidation state of Pu in
solution. Calculations of 5f energy level structures by Carnall and Crosswhite
[CARNALL-2] indicate that LIF will probably not prove to be more sensitive
than LPAS for detection and speciation of Pu3 + and Pu4 +, since only small
energy gaps between low-lying 5f electron states of these species are expected. No
calculations of the 5f energy level structures of dioxo cations of Pu (whether Pus+
or Pus+) have been reported.

The complexity of the observed uranyl luminescence decays indicates that
much more extensive LIF and LPAS studies will be needed to fully understand
the speciation of uranyl in GR-4. Both the LPAS studies done in FY 1986 and
the present LIF work indicate that multiple uranyl species are present. Because
of the complementary nature of the techniques, it is likely that species seen
strongly in one method will be observed weakly in the other method. Taking full
advantage of the LIF method in carrying out uranyl speciation requires acquisition
of "multidimensional" spectra (emission intensity, excitation wavelength, and time
axes). This requires a considerable capital equipment expenditure ('$80,000) since
a gated optical multichannel analyzer or a computer-interfaced streak camera
system is necessary. Attempting to acquire the necessary data on a point-by-
point basis is both extremely time-consuming and costly in terms of the amount
of laser dyes consumed.

Since we do not understand the speciation of uranyl in GR-4 in detail, we
do not have precise values of the sensitivity of the LIF method for detecting
particular uranyl species. Sensitivity limits (S/N = 1) of the order of 1 x 10~9 M
are likely to be achievable for those uranyl species with luminescence lifetimes of

10 ps. The LIF detection limits for shorter-lived uranyl species become
progressively poorer with decreasing luminescence lifetime, but it should be
recognized that species with such short luminescence lifetimes are excellent
candidates for LPAS studies. Extensive LPAS and LIF studies using simplified
groundwater compositions are probably necessary to fully understand the speciation
of uranyl in GR-4.
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APPENDIX I. Calculation of Expected LPAS
Enhancement in H2 0 vs. Temperature

Comparison with Nelson and Patel Models [NELSON]

T (*C) B (x 104)a va (m/s)bhc C, (J/g/*C)d

30 3.032 1509.0 4.1785

60 5.236 1550.9 4.1844

90 6.96 1550.4 4.2051

B = thermal expansion coefficient of water per *C

Va = velocity of acoustic wave

Need to Calculate Bva2/ C, at T = 30*, 60*, 900C.

Relative to 30*C

30 C 3.032 x 10~4 (1509)2/4.1785 = 165.23 1.00

60 C 5.236 x 10~4 (1550.9)2/4.1844 = 300.98 1.8216

90 C 6.96 x 10~4 (1550.4)2/4.2051 = 397.85 2.408

for Bva/Cp

Relative to 30*C

30*C 3.032 x 10~4 1509/4.1785 = 0.1095 1.00

60*C 5.236 x 10~4 1550.9/4.1844 = 0.19407 1.7723

90*C 6.96 x 10-4 1550.4/4.2051 = 0.2566 2.3435

a[KELL].
b[LOVETT].
C[GREENSPAN].
d[CRC]
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